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Abstract

Lanthanides complexes are indispensable in fields related to medicine and biology. Their success lies in the great number of unpaired electrons (4f⁷ configuration of the Gd³⁺ ion) that makes them ideal contrasts agents for magnetic resonance imaging. On the other hand their narrow emission bands and long lifetime of their excited state provide them unique luminescence properties. The aqueous solution chemistry of the lanthanides is dominated by the (+III) oxidation state under oxygenated atmosphere. This severely limits their use as redox probes, and not surprisingly very few redox-switches employing lanthanide ions were reported until 2010. A very promising approach based on redox-reactive and redox non-innocent ligands has recently emerged in the literature, which overcomes this limitation and expands the application of lanthanides to redox monitoring. Herein the ligand acts as a redox-sensor by either changing its oxidation state or reacting with reactive oxygen (or nitrogen) species (ROS/RNS). Its response induces changes in the environment of the lanthanide ion, which acts as a reporter of the redox status. The detection is based on a modification of the magnetic or optical properties of the complexes, with detection by conventional spectroscopic techniques. We summarize in this review article the recent advances in this burgeoning field, with special emphasis on the detection of biological relevant ROS, RNS and redox status.
1. Introduction

The lanthanides or lanthanoids are a series of elements residing in the ‘f block’ at the bottom of the periodic table. The f block where the lanthanides reside is so called because the f electrons are extremely important for their chemistry. Commonly called “rare earths”, they are in fact more abundant than gold. These elements incited modest interest until the 80s, which marked a renewed interest and fast growth of the field. In particular, the distinct properties of the 4f electrons (see below) confer to these elements unique optical and magnetic properties that are currently exploited for many commercial applications. The various fields where lanthanides are unmissable encompass lasers [1], magnets [2], batteries [3], catalysis [4], phosphors [5], security ink [6], medical imaging [7]… This success means that the lanthanides are now considered as strategic choices for a range of applications.

The solution chemistry of the lanthanides is largely dominated by the (+III) oxidation state under oxygenated atmosphere, which has undoubtedly contributed to the original limited interest in these elements [8]. A few noticeable exceptions are those possessing empty, half-filled or filled 4f orbitals. A prototypical example is Eu(II), where the half-filled 4f⁷ shell contributes to the substantial stability of the (+II) oxidation state (in reducing conditions). It must be stressed that most of the other lanthanides have now been characterized in their divalent form due to recent progress in organometallic chemistry, but these forms usually require specific ligands and prevail only under controlled atmosphere [9]. The other classic example of a lanthanide which is stable under an oxidation state different than (+III) is tetravalent cerium. It indeed adopts the stabilizing electronic configuration of xenon, making Ce(IV) a classical oxidant in organic chemistry (cerium ammonium nitrate). The (+IV) oxidation state is now no longer restricted to cerium: Isolable molecular Tb⁴⁺ complexes were described in 2019, based on a significant lowering of the Ln⁴⁺/Ln³⁺ redox potential by coordination to imidophosphorane and siloxide-based ligands [10, 11]. Similarly, Pr⁴⁺, Nd⁴⁺ and Dy⁴⁺ species were reported [12]. The quest for moieties capable of stabilizing unusual Ln oxidation states is challenging and still actively pursued, but the low denticity of the currently developed ligand platforms induces some limitations (low binding constants due to low chelate effect). Hence designing a lanthanide complex whereby the metal ion is capable of reversibly switching between two oxidation states under physiological conditions yet remains highly challenging.
An elegant approach to provide a lanthanide complex with redox activity consists in associating a redox-reactive or redox non-innocent ligand with the Ln(III) ion. This recent alternative offers exquisite advantages for designing Ln-based redox switches: The high versatility of the redox non-innocent groups allows, for example, a fine control of the targeted redox potentials. Furthermore, the redox-reactive units can be embedded into polydentate and/or macrocyclic platforms, enhancing the binding constants and offering the possibility for additional functionalization. Finally, any lanthanide can be incorporated, which allows the monitoring of redox changes by distinct techniques, or even by targeting different wavelengths when dealing with luminescent metal ions.

The design of redox switches based on lanthanide complexes employing redox-reactive ligands has undergone a fast expansion during the past decade [13-16]. Unprecedented biological applications can now be envisaged, the most promising one being the real-time monitoring of the redox status or related reactive oxygen species (ROS) in cells or tissues by non-invasive methods [13, 17-19] [20]. This interest stems from the fact that an overproduction of ROS or chronic exposure to ROS originating from exogenous sources (xenobiotics, tobacco, alcohol, radiations, extensive pollution…) leads to a disturbance of the redox homeostasis known as oxidative stress [21]. The oxidative stress is believed to favour number of pathologies [22], including cancerization [23], neurodegenerative diseases [24], age related macular degeneration (AMD), cardiovascular diseases, complications of diabetes… Furthermore, conditions of oxidative stress are encountered during inflammatory processes and may be also markers of infections. Hence the development of lanthanide complexes allowing for the real-time monitoring of the redox status by using clinically available techniques would vastly affect the early diagnostic and treatment potential of the above diseases. The aim of this review is to provide the reader with a vast overview of this burgeoning field. We will highlight in the following section the importance of the ROS, oxidative stress and cellular redox homeostasis and next introduce lanthanide ions together with their specific properties that make them ideal candidates for biological imaging. Note that excellent reviews are available in the literature for an in-depth understanding of the lanthanide coordination chemistry and their peculiar spectroscopy [25-27]. Having presented these two important aspects we will provide an exhaustive bibliography of lanthanide complexes based on redox-active ligands that can be used for the detection of ROS/RNS and to monitor redox events. We also include in this review probes that react with thiols, which are proven to reflect the intra or extracellular redox status.
2. ROS, RNS and cellular redox homeostasis

2.1 The different ROS and RNS

The term reactive oxygen species (ROS) refers to compounds resulting from the incomplete reduction or activation of dioxygen [28], as well as reactive products resulting from its attack onto biomolecules (Fig. 1). The ROS family primarily encompasses the superoxide radicals (O$_2^-$), hydroxyl radical (OH$^-$) and hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$). It is completed by singlet oxygen ($^1$O$_2$), which is photogenerated, and represents a reactive form of dioxygen. Hypochlorous acid (HOCl) is also referred to as ROS, while connections are found between ROS and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) through nitrogen monoxide (NO) and peroxynitrite (ONO$_2^-$). The products of lipid peroxidation “peroxyl radicals” LOO$^•$ are also considered as ROS. ROS (and related RNS) have in common a significant oxidizing ability, and the potential for injuring biological molecules. They exhibit distinct reactivity within a cellular medium [29]: The OH$^•$ radical is the most reactive ROS, with a half-life of less than 1 µsec. The reaction volume is about 1 nm, implying that it reacts at the place where it is generated. The O$_2^•$ radicals showed a slightly longer half-life ($t_{1/2} = 1-4$ µsec), while H$_2$O$_2$ is the most stable ROS ($t_{1/2} = 1$ msec) and can diffuse throughout the medium [30]. NO is a weak and relatively stable oxidant, with half of about 1-10 sec in biological media. Peroxynitrite is a reactive peroxide ($t_{1/2} = 10-20$ msec)[31] resulting from the fast reaction between NO and superoxide, hence connecting ROS with RNS. Note that the half-lives are given in a cellular medium and can be much longer outside the cells [32].

Strikingly, ROS are paradoxal species, whereby they are highly toxic for cells at high concentration, but conversely act as important signaling molecules at lower “physiological” concentrations [33]. This signaling role implies that they are naturally generated in the cells in a controlled fashion under “normal” conditions.
2.2 Sources of ROS and RNS

ROS and RNS are generated in distinct organelles of the cells by enzymatic systems (Fig. 2). We will briefly introduce in this section the enzymatic systems mobilized for this purpose.

The major source of cellular ROS is the mitochondria [34]. The mitochondrial respiratory chain normally reduces dioxygen into water by taking up four electrons from two NADH molecules. However, it is estimated that 1-2% of dioxygen is incompletely reduced by the membrane complexes I and III, resulting in the generation of the superoxide anion. The $O_2^{•-}$ radical is readily converted into the less reactive $H_2O_2$ by the mitochondrial superoxide dismutase. Other important biological sources of ROS are peroxisomes and endoplasmic reticulum [35] through oxidases dedicated to β-oxidation of fatty acids (which mainly release $H_2O_2$) [36] and cytochrome P450, respectively. Xanthine oxidase [37] catalyzes the last two steps of purine catabolism by converting hypoxanthine to xanthine and xanthine to uric acid in two reactions coupled to the production of $H_2O_2$ and eventually $O_2^{•-}$ [38].

In humans a significant enzymatic production of ROS is also observed in polymorphonuclear cells during infections. NAD(P)H oxidase, whose main role is dioxygen reduction into $O_2^{•-}$ is activated during the “oxidative burst”. Further coupling of $O_2^{•-}$ release with SOD activity leads to the production of large amounts of $H_2O_2$, which could be further converted into hypochlorous acid by myeloperoxidase. Finally, it must be emphasized that the concentration of free copper and iron proved to influence the distribution of ROS. This is due to the occurrence of the Fenton and Haber-Weiss reactions.
For completing this overview, the source of RNS is nitric oxide synthase, which converts L-arginine into citrulline and nitric oxide. The peroxynitrite results from the fast reaction of nitric oxide with $O_2^-$.

**Environmental factors:**
- Irradiation
- Infection
- Pollution
- Xenobiotics
- Alcohol
- Drugs
- Tobacco ...

**Enzymes:**
- $O_2 + 1e^- \rightarrow O_2^-$ 1-2 % of the mitochondrial respiratory chain
- $2O_2^+ + 2H^+ \rightarrow H_2O_2 + O_2$ Superoxide dismutase
- Hypoxanthine + $H_2O$ + $O_2$ \(\rightarrow\) Xanthine + $H_2O_2$ Xanthine oxidase
- Xanthine + $H_2O$ + $O_2$ \(\rightarrow\) Uric acid + $H_2O_2$ Xanthine oxidase
- $2O_2 + NADPH \rightarrow 2O_2^- + H^+ + NADP^+$ NADPH oxidase
- $H_2O_2 + Cl^- + H^+ \rightarrow HOCI + H_2O$ Myeloperoxidase
- $2L$-arginine + $3NADPH + 3H^+ + 4O_2 \rightarrow 2L$-citrulline + $2NO + 3NADP^+ + 4H_2O$ Nitric oxide synthase

**Free metals ions (Fenton, Haber Weiss):**
- $Fe^{2+} + H_2O_2 \rightarrow Fe^{3+} + OH^+ + OH^-$
- $Fe^{3+} + O_2^- \rightarrow Fe^{2+} + O_2$
- $H_2O_2 + O_2^- \rightarrow O_2 + OH^+ + OH^-$ (Overall reaction)

**Figure 2.** Principal sources of ROS and RNS

### 2.3 Cellular damage

The cellular targets of ROS are almost all biomolecules: lipids, proteins, sugars, and nucleic acids (Fig. 3). They are damaged by oxidation or nitration and the most important targets are lipids. Increased levels of ROS indeed promote lipid peroxidation, which occurs in a chain reaction [39]. The final products of peroxidation depend on polyunsaturated fatty acids: They are substantially toxic aldehydes (malondialdehyde and 4-hydroxynonenal, Fig. 3a), as well as F2-isoprostanes which are all recognized markers of oxidative damage. More simple compounds like ethane or ethylene can form, which are both eliminated by the lungs. The biochemical consequences of the oxidation depend
on the nature of the lipids: For membrane lipids the fluidity of the membrane is altered, affecting signal transduction. For circulating lipids the formation of oxidized low-density lipoprotein (LDL, often refers to “bad” cholesterol) is observed, which can accumulate under the form of atheromatous plaques causing atherosclerosis.

The proteins can also undergo oxidation [40]: The targets are both amino acid residues (Fig. 3b) and cofactors. Further chemical consequences are cross-linking, misfolding and cleavages. In general, the oxidation makes the proteins more hydrophobic, and hence more prone to aggregation. Notably, the oxidized proteins are more sensitive to proteolysis than unmodified ones, and consequently more easily eliminated by the proteasomes.

**Figure 3.** Selected examples of oxidative damages to biomolecules. a) Lipids; b) amino acids (with ROS involved in the reaction); c) nucleic acids
Nucleic acids are the other important targets of ROS [41]. The most common attack is achieved by OH•, while ¹O₂ reacts with guanine only. H₂O₂ and O₂•⁻ do not react with bases at all. Over 100 oxidatively generated lesions were identified in DNA, which include: bases, leading to modified bases (Fig. 3c); oxidized sugars, leading to strand cleavage; attack of the bond between the deoxyribose and the base, affording abasic sites; formation of adducts with either oxidized lipids or neighbouring proteins such as histones and polymerases (through the guanidine function of lysines). Amongst the lesions identified the most common ones are 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine and 8-oxoguanine, the first being a recognized marker of oxidative stress (Fig. 3c). DNA is not the only nucleic acid target of ROS. RNAs are in fact more often oxidized than DNA due to their cellular distribution, closer to ROS producing sites. The most common damage is 8-hydroxyguanosine, the pendant of 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine in the RNA series. A consequence of severe attack by ROS is ribosomal dysfunction and hence an altered protein production.

Reactive nitrogen species (RNS) react through peroxynitrite mostly with proteins. Thiols and tyrosines are the main targets, with 3-nitrotyrosine being a characteristic oxidative modification.[42]

2.4 Antioxidant systems

In order to neutralize excess ROS and hence prevent injury to biomolecules the cells have developed an integrated system (Fig. 4) based on enzymes and antioxidant molecules. The interplay between these actors is essential for scavenging ROS of distinct half-life and localization.

The enzyme superoxide dismutase catalyzes the fast disproportionation of superoxide into H₂O₂ and O₂ [43, 44], while catalases catalyze disproportionation of H₂O₂ into H₂O and O₂ [45] and peroxidases exploit the oxidizing power of H₂O₂ to oxidize substrates or enzymes [46]. Thioredoxins operate slightly differently as they usually catalyze the cysteine thiol-disulfide exchange [47]. Therefore, they are capable of reducing disulfide bonds generated in proteins by hydrogen peroxide.

The most abundant cytosolic antioxidant is glutathione (GSH), which can account for more than 90% of the total nonprotein sulfur in a cell [48]. Its sulfhydryl group is redox-active and capable of shuttling between the reduced (-SH) and oxidized (-S-S-) states, both being stable (in vivo potentials of -260 mV to -150 mV). In normal conditions the
major form of glutathione is the reduced one, GSH (90-99 %), which can either directly neutralize OH’ or act as cofactor in the enzymatic neutralization (glutathione peroxidase) of lipid peroxides and H₂O₂. Acid ascorbic is believed to be the main antioxidant in the plasma.[49] It directly quenches a great variety of ROS/RNS, including the reactive OH’ and O₂’ radicals, but not the lipid peroxy radical LOO’. In contrast to vitamin C, vitamin E (α-tocopherol) is lipophilic and can localize in the membranes [50]. It plays a crucial role in preventing the propagation of lipid peroxidation through scavenging of the peroxy radical LOO’.

Other recognized antioxidants are phenolic compounds (flavonoids), with multiple actions (including scavenging of radicals, metal chelation…), carotenoids which scavenge ¹O₂ and quench the excited chlorophyll molecule in plants to prevent the formation of ¹O₂ and uric acid. Uric acid is present in relatively large amount in plasma (200–400 μM), where it acts as an efficient scavenger of ¹O₂, LOO’ and OH’ [51]. Its hydrophilic nature means that it reacts only with hydrophilic LOO’ radicals and hence is not capable of stopping the peroxidation of lipids as does vitamin E.

**Figure 4.** Integrated system for ROS neutralization

### 2.5 Redox homeostasis and diseases

The cellular redox homeostasis is tightly regulated (buffered) owing to a subtle balance between ROS/RNS and antioxidant defense. Under normal conditions the production of ROS/RNS is
adaptive and controlled. When ROS/RNS are produced in excess the cellular antioxidant systems can be overwhelmed. The redox homeostasis is then disrupted, leading to an oxidative stress. Such situations are favored by some environmental stimuli like the presence of some drugs (gentamycin, and bleomycin…), pollution, tobacco, alcohol, inflammation and radiations. An important consequence of oxidative stress is ageing [22, 52]: Progressive accumulation of oxidative damage to biomolecules due to a chronic oxidative stress, ultimately results in a loss of organ function. Oxidative stress is also believed to be involved in more than 50 diseases: The chronic hyperglycemia observed in diabetic patients induces oxidative tissue-damaging effects, which may be responsible for complications of the diabetes [53]. Cardiovascular diseases proved to be correlated to atherosclerosis and the level of oxidized LDL [54], [55] [22]. The Alzheimers disease is favoured by an abnormal mitochondrial ROS production, combined with altered homeostasis of some metals [56]. Carcinogenesis occurs according to a multistep process, where ROS play important roles [23]. As an example oxidative damage to macromolecules, especially DNA mutations widely contribute to tumor initiation [57] when they are preceded by cell division (fixation of the mutation). Further mutations and signalling events contribute to the subsequent steps of tumorigenesis [58]. Oxidative stress is also contributing to the development of age related macular degeneration (AMD) [59], as verified by the high levels of malondialdehyde, protein carbonyls, and 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (oxidative stress markers) found in the blood serum from AMD patients [60]. Perhaps the most surprising, connections were also established between oxidative stress and infertility [61]. Of course, RNS are connected to ROS, and their over-production [62] is held responsible for similar diseases including cancers [63], Parkinson’s, and Alzheimer’s disease [64, 65].

3. Principal methods of imaging using lanthanide complexes

3.1 Main scope of imaging
In order to study in detail, the redox balance within cells, tissues and in a whole organism it is essential to find an appropriate technique. We will focus in the next sections on lanthanide complexes and their dedicated spectroscopic techniques, which recently proved to be powerful tools when the ligand was adequately engineered.
There are few techniques showing potential for detection of biochemical species in vivo. Medical imaging is used to generate images of the human body, which provides essential information on position and morphology for diagnosis and therapy [66, 67]. Molecular imaging has recently become the principal method of detection when speaking about small species often responsible for major pathological illnesses [68]. It is gaining intense interest due to the potential to image and investigate the disruption of biochemical processes and their potential development into dangerous diseases [68, 69]. Unlike classical imaging techniques it can characterise tissues and their physico-chemical properties (pH, concentrations of cations, metals, metabolites) [70]. Some characteristic species are present long before the physical manifestations of the diseases are visible. Consequently, molecular imaging is key to make diagnostic breakthroughs for disease detection and therapy. Two main techniques in molecular imaging have been vastly studied, magnetic resonance imaging and luminescence imaging, the detection of active species evoking a luminescent response or a magnetic response. Each method presents particular advantages but also limitations which will be discussed below.

3.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Typical magnetic resonance imaging uses the density and relaxation of water protons to induce contrast in different chemical environments and thus generate a contrast image [71]. Paramagnetic complexes which are used as contrast agents will reduce the longitudinal T1 and transverse T2 relaxation times in the tissues leading to increased contrast [72]. These contrast agents improve resolution for the imaging of position and morphology in the human body. The injection of such commercial contrast agents allows random distribution, meaning their aid in the visualisation of pathology is mainly morphological or physiological. These contrasts agents depend on the strongly paramagnetic nature of the lanthanide ion, mostly Gd^{III} [73]. The fast relaxation time of the Gd^{III} metal ion has a large effect on the water proton relaxation, reducing the longitudinal T1 and transverse T2 relaxation times, thus increasing contrast, generating an image in magnetic resonance imaging [74]. The contrast potential of a contrast agent or its efficiency can be denoted by \( r_1 \) or the relaxivity, which is the relaxation enhancement of the water proton relaxation rate in the presence of 1mM of contrast agent [75]. There are two major contributions to the relaxivity of a contrast agent, the inner sphere contribution and outer sphere contribution.
The inner sphere mechanism is sensitive to ligand design and thus can be distinctly altered via successful design of the complexes of Gd\textsuperscript{III}. The inner sphere relaxivity is directly proportional to the coordinated water molecules $q$, and depends on the rate of exchange of water molecules on the metal centre and the bulk $k_{ex}$ and the rotational dynamics of the complexes, the rotational correlation time $\tau_R$. These parameters can be controlled via specific design of the ligand around the metal ion, this allows the alteration of the efficacy of the contrast agent as a function of ligand design.

Recently, intense research has been focused on the development of molecular contrast imaging agents or agents that are capable of detection of changes in local environments in tissues. Such agents have been reported for monitoring pH and temperature change, detection of different species, and maybe more counter-intuitive owing to the redox-innocent of the gadolinium ion, redox status [16, 76-78].

### 3.3 Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST) and PARACEST

Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer represents a very interesting alternative to classic relaxivity based contrast mechanisms in responsive probes [79, 80]. ‘CEST’ probes possess one or more exchangeable protons in slow to intermediate exchange with the bulk water protons, such as the –NH of amides, - OH of alcohols ($k_{ex} \leq \Delta \omega$, where $\Delta \omega$ is the chemical shift difference between the two proton pools) [81]. In this technique the slowly exchanging protons of the contrast agent are saturated by selective radiofrequency pulses, which quench the exchangeable proton signal, and also affect the bulk H$_2$O signal due to exchange [82]. This water proton difference in intensity can be imaged in an MR experiment. The main advantage with respect to classic Gd\textsuperscript{III} based probes is that the contrast is selectively turned on upon specific irradiation. It uses paramagnetic metal ions that can induce paramagnetic shifts of the protons but not have a particularly strong relaxation effect such as that of Gd\textsuperscript{III}. This irradiation, followed by exchange, mean these probes have a fundamental difference with respect to classic MRI mechanisms; they can possess several moieties with each a selected irradiation frequency thus permitting several ‘signals’ in the same probe [83].

PARACEST CAs use the paramagnetic properties of lanthanide ions to strongly shift the exchangeable protons frequency and induce a selectivity [84]. The parameters involved in a CEST experiment are the proton exchange rate $k_{ex}$, the power of the pre saturation pulse applied in the experiment, B2, and the proton relaxation times in the two
exchanging pools of protons [85]. Provided complete saturation occurs the net magnetisation of the bulk water protons can be shown as

\[
\frac{M_Z}{M_0} = \left(1 + \frac{C \, n \, T_1}{\frac{1}{111} \, \tau_M}\right)^{-1}
\]

where \(\tau_M\) is the proton resident lifetime, \(C\) is the probe concentration, \(n\) is the number of equivalent exchanging protons per molecule and \(T_1\) is the spin lattice relaxation time. The optimal exchange rate providing a maximum CEST signal is related to \(B_2\) according to \(k_{ex} = 2 \pi B_2\) [80].

The development of CEST active probes with redox activity can allow a redox process that occurs on the metal centre of the ligand. The change in magnetic properties of the metal can lead to resonance frequency modification and of the relaxation rate of the ligand protons. It can potentially lead to chemical shift changes.

### 3.4 Luminescence

The second and maybe more prevalent means of responsive detection is via luminescence. Responsive probes can affect the emissive excited state of the probes inducing changes in the intensity, in spectral shape or in the luminescent lifetimes [86, 87]. Luminescence spectroscopy is an extremely interesting detection method due to the potential of the luminescence to give selective, specific signals on a short timescale, which allows remarkably low detection limits, particularly useful to diagnose and analyse cellular systems [88, 89]. Imaging using luminescence spectroscopy has attracted increasing interest compared to MRI imaging due to its higher sensitivity and specificity [17]. The vast library of potential emissive probes currently under development based on organic fluorophores, nanoparticles, transition metal complexes or lanthanide-based probes can lend this technique to the visualisation of physiological processes in the human body [89, 90].

Imaging using luminescence can utilise the intensity of emission, the spectral signature and the lifetimes. A luminescent response depends on several aspects of the excited state of the luminophore (singlet and triplet excited levels), the lifetime of each excited state, the deactivation/activation processes involved to allow a response as a function of conditions or the proximity of analytes [86]. In order to form a responsive probe one of the excited states must be susceptible to stimulus, giving one of the methods of response discussed above. The emission spectra are very sensitive to environment and can give
very efficient responses in detection. Luminescent lifetimes can also be an invaluable method to extract information, due to the sensitivity of the lifetimes but also its independence of concentration. A luminescent lifetime is the average time that an excited chromophore remains in its excited state. Its advantage relies on the principle that different chromophores with similar emission wavelengths can be distinguished by their respective lifetime decays.

Classic organic fluorophores suffer from very short lifetimes due to population of largely single excited states with fast decay pathways. This characteristic can limit very significantly the measurement potential. The development of fluorescent probes for detection has been extensively discussed based on simple fluorescent organic compounds [90]. However, there are several drawbacks with this method, in general while fluorescent probes are extremely sensitive they are usually very short lived and are predominantly short wavelength emitters, which is obviously a great concern for use in competitive biological media. This signifies there is limited penetration in tissues, so this technique is much more suited to cellular imaging and *in vitro* testing, although attempts to find NIR probes which can rely on higher wavelength excitation or on two photons excitation are in progress [91, 92]. The development of probes capable of longer lived and more substantial emission is a subject of intense development,[93] to be discussed further in the following sections.

4. Lanthanide ions for imaging

4.1 Specific properties of lanthanide ions for achieving selective detection

Lanthanide chemistry is dominated predominantly by the (+III) oxidation state although other less prevalent oxidation states are possible (see above). These LnIII ions have electronic configurations which depend on [Xe]4f<sup>n</sup>. They present long relaxation times and very long lifetimes, meaning that the fluorescence of the background medium will be quenched before the luminescence of the lanthanide ion, Fig 5 [94]. The lanthanide ions also possess the distinctive line like emission bands, which makes their specific detection easier [95].
These ions suffer from parity forbidden f-f transitions (Laporte forbidden) resulting in extremely weak extinction coefficients typically on the order of 100 M$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$. This drawback means direct excitation of the lanthanides is difficult making them difficult to excite and very weakly luminescent. In order to increase the sensitisation of the lanthanide excited state for luminescence we then need to rely on their chelation to appropriate ligands whereby an organic chromophore can take part in sensitised emission or the antenna effect, Fig 6 [96]. The process involves excitation of the chromophore with incident light to populate the singlet excited state. This state can then result in population of the lanthanide excited state or formation of a triplet state whereby intramolecular energy transfer then occurs from the triplet, see Jablonski in Fig. 5, to populates the Ln$^{III}$ state with subsequent luminescence. This chromophore must possess a high molar absorption coefficient meaning excitation can efficiently populate its excited state. The choice of antenna and its photophysical properties are thus very important, especially its molar absorptivity (potential to absorb photons), possibility of charge transfer, the position of both the singlet and triplet energy levels and the size of this energy gap which determines the possibility for intersystem crossing. These factors will all determine the efficacy of excited state population. The energy level of the antenna is important as small S$_1$ to T$_1$ energy gaps promote faster intersystem crossing processes which favour them over the radiative deactivation of the S$_1$ level.

**Figure 5.** Jablonski diagram showing population of Ln$^{III}$ excited state via energy transfer

**Figure 6.** a) Population of lanthanide excited state b) Delayed luminescence and long emission lifetime
The design of the lanthanide complexes is thus extremely important [90, 97]. The triplet level of the antenna needs to be thus ideally situated with respect to the lanthanide excited state in order to achieve successful sensitisation. The donor must lie within $10k_B T$ (approx. 2050 cm$^{-1}$) higher than that of the excited lanthanide energy level to promote intramolecular energy transfer. All of these considerations determine the choice of excitation wavelength, the efficiency of the triplet formation after inter system crossing and the intramolecular energy transfer to populate the excited state of the lanthanide. The sensitisation of the lanthanide excited state via the antenna proceeds via the Jablonski diagram schematically represented in Fig. 6, followed by relaxation with emission of the lanthanide species [98].

Once sensitised the emission of the lanthanide presents several important distinctive aspects of lanthanide luminescence such as long wavelength emissions spanning the visible and NIR regions depending on the Ln$^{III}$ [99], very sharp line like emissions and long lived excited states. These transitions mean that the luminescence is longer than the autofluorescence of the biological media. This bypass of the biological background improves signal to noise and thus makes them a fascinating alternative to traditional fluorescent probes (Fig. 6) [20].

### 4.2 Lanthanide complexes as redox responsive agents

In order to report on changes in their redox environment the complexes must either shuttle between two oxidation states in the investigated potential range, each having distinct spectroscopic signature, or directly react with a species responsible or generated by the un-balanced redox status. This reaction can be chemical or not. In this latter case interaction may cause modification of the lifetime of the excited state, alteration of the relaxation rates... The induced phenomenon will obviously be appropriate to the technique used for the detection.
Lanthanide ions exist mainly in their (+III) oxidation state therefore cannot undergo redox changes or reactivity with redox functions [100]. The redox-response is therefore on the ligand, which transmits the information to the lanthanide, this latter acting as a reporter.

As stated previously the relaxivity calculates the effect of the contrast agents on the water relaxation. This relaxivity depends on the number of water molecules, the water exchange rate and the rotational correlation time. Responsive agents can affect any one of these factors. To monitor a redox change by MRI there are potentially two pathways. Reversible changes in conformation upon reaction with ROS, can adjust the access of water molecules to the coordination centre. Alternatively, a change in intermolecular interactions modifies the interactions between complexes thus increasing or decreasing the rotational correlation time. These two effects show dramatic changes in the $r_1$ as they are the two major factors for modification of the relaxivity of a metal complex [16]. Modifying the ligand structure can thus induce dramatic changes in contrast with addition of water molecules and increased rotational time gaining in intensity (Fig. 7)).

Luminescent-based redox monitoring is particularly interesting as it is very sensitive to external stimuli. Using lanthanides as reporters can lower the detection limit due to the line like emission bands and the sensitivity of the emission to the environment. The modification of the Ln$^{III}$ luminescence can be achieved via modification of three possible excited states in the complex, the singlet and triplet of the ligand and the excited level of the lanthanide. In the lanthanide complexes modification of the ligand structure which acts as the antenna for lanthanide excited state population can result in modification of one or more of these three states, resulting in drastic changes in luminescence behaviour. These possible modifications van be achieved via; i) modification of the geometry around the metal centre ii) altering the population of the
lanthanide by chemical modification of the antenna which can quench or sensitise the luminescence iii) displacement of OH or NH quenchers in the coordination sphere. Thus, ligand design is extremely important to ensure possibility of a chemical or redox reaction to allow such changes to influence the lanthanide behaviour.

5. Detection of molecular oxygen
Molecular dioxygen is the most evident target when we are dealing with the detection of oxidative stress and tissue activity. It is indeed the unique precursor of all the ROS and further contributes to the intra and extracellular redox status. Perturbation of the oxygen levels can be markers of pathologies: solid tumours demonstrate hypoxic regions and are surrounded by aberrant vasculature aimed at supplying them with nutrients and oxygen essential for their fast growing [101] while ischemia, oxygen starvation could cause or result from heart disease.

Dioxygen can adopt two electronic structures: Triplet dioxygen \( ^3\text{O}_2 \), which is the ground spin state and hence the common form, and singlet dioxygen \( ^1\text{O}_2 \), which is a closed-shell excited state accessible only under certain conditions. Because of their distinct reactivities and properties the methodologies developed for their detection will differ significantly. We will first discuss the detection of the unreactive triplet dioxygen and next focus on the highly reactive singlet dioxygen.

5.1 Triplet dioxygen \( ^3\text{O}_2 \)
The ground state of dioxygen is \( ^3\text{O}_2 \), and because of its diradical nature it is poorly reactive. It is therefore difficult to base its detection on a chemical reaction with the probe. The detection of \( ^3\text{O}_2 \) is essentially based on two strategies, optical and magnetic. In given cases dioxygen can quench the triplet state of sensitizing units, which results in modification of the energy transfer path in luminescence phenomena. Optical techniques can thus be used for the detection. Alternatively, the presence of paramagnetic dioxygen in the vicinity of paramagnetic complexes can alter significantly the complex relaxation rates and hence induce a response in MRI.

5.1.1 Luminescence-based detection of \( ^3\text{O}_2 \)
In classical sensitizing cases, population of the Ln\(^{III} \) occurs via energy transfer from a ligand triplet state to the lanthanide excited state, both rapidly and irreversibly. Hence the luminescence properties of the metal are in theory independent of oxygen
concentration level. When there is a close energy match between the triplet ligand state and the lanthanide emissive state, a thermal repopulation is however possible. In this case collisional quenching of the triplet state with oxygen might occur, which led to a drastic quenching of luminescence. This phenomenon was exploited for the turn OFF detection of O$_2$ with several lanthanide probes. In the early 2009 Parker et al. reported the mononuclear complex 1 (Fig. 8) [102]. The excitation of the azaxanthone chromophore leads to population of its triplet state, which is sensitive to quenching by triplet oxygen. The emission of 1 was found to be sensitive to oxygen, whereas that of the europium analog was not, allowing for ratiometric detection of O$_2$. This was achieved by using a mixture of 1 and its europium analog in aqueous media, through the ratio of the Eu (603–610 nm) to Tb emissions (515–525 nm). Other monometallic complexes operating in a similar way were reported, and were mostly developed on DOTA platforms [102-110].

Figure 8. Lanthanide complexes for luminescence detection of triplet oxygen

Later, Faulkner and co-workers reported hetero bimetallic lanthanide complexes such as 2 (Fig. 8) as ratiometric probes for determination of dioxygen concentration. The dinuclear complex 2 associates two DO3A moieties and a naphthyl chromophore [111]. This latter is used to sensitize terbium and europium ions, which are not equidistant. In degassed solution (absence of O$_2$) 2 shows the classical luminescence emission spectrum of both metal ions. In aerated solution, the Tb$^{3+}$ luminescence is quenched by 50% approximately, while Eu$^{3+}$ luminescence is not affected. Hence both lanthanide ions are not affected in the same manner by oxygen concentration. In addition, the extent of
quenching of the terbium luminescence depends on the oxygen concentration. This allows for a ratiometric measurement of molecular oxygen based on the intensity ratio between the two luminescent responses.

5.1.2 MRI-based detection of $^3\text{O}_2$

Real time and \textit{in vivo} detection of molecular oxygen by using MRI was pioneered by Aime and co-workers. Their method is based on the difference of relaxivity between a gadolinium complex loaded on oxy or deoxy haemoglobin [112]. In order to obtain a ratiometric probe, a mixture of two gadolinium complexes is injected. Complex 3 acts as an oxygen responsive probe, whereas 4-labeled red blood cells (RBC) are used as local probes for determining the RBC concentration (Fig. 9). Complex 3 had a higher affinity (around 5 times) for deoxy-hemoglobin (deoxy-Hb) in comparison to oxy-hemoglobin (Oxy-Hb). The deoxy-Hb/3 adduct has a relaxivity of 37.5 mM$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ which is seven time higher than free 3. Upon oxygenation the deoxy-Hb/3 adduct is converted into oxy-Hb/3, which shows a lower relaxivity (around 23 mM$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$). This difference of relaxivity between oxy and deoxy-Hb/3, combined with a determination of the local concentration of 4 allows for the generation of an MRI-relative de-oxygenation map.
A second method was developed. It is based on the modulation of magnetic properties of the lanthanide ion upon oxidation. Although slightly out of the scope of the present review because this method employs an innocent ligand, it represents a nice comparison between systems involving a metal- and ligand-responsive system. Only europium can undergo redox events as aquo complex (oxidation of Eu$^{2+}$ to Eu$^{3+}$), hence this method is restricted to this metal. Two types of complexes were designed: europium cryptates (5 in Fig. 9) [113, 114] and europium DOTA fluorinated tetraamides such as 6 (Fig. 9) [115]. The first group has been proposed as a probe sensitive to pO$_2$, but the in vivo application has not been undertaken, presumably due to a mismatch between the
Eu\(^{3+}/Eu^{2+}\) redox potential and the physiological potential window. Complex 6 was found to be an interesting trimodal probe (\(^1^H/^{19}F\) MRI/CEST). Basically Eu\(^{2+}\) is isoelectronic with Gd\(^{3+}\) and therefore acts as a T\(_1\)-shortening element for proton. This causes a turn ON positive contrast in \(^1^H\)-MRI. Furthermore, Eu\(^{2+}\) also acts as T\(_2\) (transverse relaxation time) shortening element for \(^{19}F\). As a consequence, it causes line-broadening effects up to the disappearance of the \(^{19}F\) peaks. Air exposure of the complex results in the oxidation of Eu\(^{2+}\) into Eu\(^{3+}\) that does not affect the \(^1^H\) and \(^{19}F\) resonances in the same way. As an example no signal can be yet observed in \(^1^H\)-MRI (turn OFF probe) upon oxidation, while the relaxivity increases from 2.3 to 5.5 mM\(^{-1}\).\(s^{-1}\) between 15 and 43°C.

Conversely, this complex can act- as a turn ON probe in \(^{19}F\) and CEST imaging. Indeed, a singlet appears at -62.1 ppm in the \(^{19}F\) NMR spectrum upon oxidation, which corresponds to twelve fluorine atoms (using sodium triflate as reference). Similarly to other Eu\(^{III}\)-tetraamide complexes, a CEST signal is observed at 49 ppm. Interestingly the trimodal detection was also found to be temperature dependant.

5.2 Singlet oxygen \(^1^O_2\)

Singlet oxygen \(^1^O_2\) is the lowest excited electronic state of molecular oxygen. In contrast with \(^3^O_2\) wherein two electrons of similar spin are placed in two degenerate orbitals the two electrons are herein paired in a single of them. It can be generated chemically or after Infra-red irradiation in the presence of a sensitizer. Singlet oxygen is highly reactive and toxic for cellular material (DNA, proteins…) and tissues. It has an important application in photodynamic therapy (PDT), whereby \(^1^O_2\) is generated directly into tumor cells by irradiation, resulting in their destruction. Monitoring singlet oxygen levels by specific, non-invasive and in-vivo methods is therefore an important domain of research [116]. All the reported singlet oxygen detection methods using lanthanide complexes are subsequently based on a selective reactivity between \(^1^O_2\) and a chemical function of the ligand. The anthryl moiety has been widely investigated for this purpose and its modification upon reaction will be a basis for detection by luminescence,[117, 118] and CEST techniques.

5.2.1 Luminescence based detection of \(^1^O_2\)

Yuan and co-workers developed two families of europium probes specific for singlet oxygen (Fig. 10). They are based on either terpyridine ligands (7) or \(\beta\)-diketonate (8)[119, 120] appended by anthryl moiety. [121-124] The detection method is based on
the reaction of the anthryl group with $^1$O$_2$, affording an endoperoxide, as depicted in Fig. 10 for 8.

![Diagram showing the reaction of the anthryl group with $^1$O$_2$](image)

**Figure 10.** Europium complexes appended by anthryl moiety and designed for singlet oxygen detection; Principle of detection of $^1$O$_2$.

The Eu$^{3+}$ complex 7 (Fig. 10) [119] was designed for the time-gated luminescence detection of $^1$O$_2$ in living cells. Furthermore, the mitochondria-targetable feature of the probe was demonstrated by imaging the HepG2 cells coloaded with the probe and MitoTracker Green. The initial complex shows a weak luminescence of europium ion due to the strong quenching effect of the anthryl group, which interrupts the intramolecular photoinduced electron transfer (PET). $^1$O$_2$ specifically reacts with the anthryl moiety, giving an endoperoxide derivative, with subsequent restoration of the PET. The endoperoxide derivative proved to be highly luminescent (quantum yield increasing from $\Phi = 17.2\%$ to $53.3\%$). Furthermore, the probe was found to be specific for singlet oxygen among five other ROS/RNS (ONOO$^-$, NO, OH$, H_2O_2$ and ClO$^-$) and selective towards mitochondria.

Some other groups exploited the same anthryl specific detection of singlet oxygen using Nd$^{3+}$ [118] or Eu$^{3+}$-triazine structures (9, Fig. 10) [125]. More specifically the Nd$^{3+}$ triazine complex carried an anthracene moiety and allowed a specific detection of singlet
oxygen specifically in the NIR window. This complex showed an increase of NIR band at 900 and 1075 nm upon titration of singlet oxygen forming the endoperoxide moiety.

5.2.2 ParaCEST based detection of single$^1$O$_2$

Only a single example of singlet oxygen detection using ParaCEST (Paramagnetic chemical exchange saturation transfer) was reported [126]. Sherry and co-workers designed a DOTA-tetraamide derivative bearing an anthryl moiety 10 (Fig. 11). Before reaction with singlet oxygen, the europium complex exhibited a CEST signal near 50 ppm, typical for an Eu-water exchange peak. Upon reaction with $^1$O$_2$ and subsequent formation of the endoperoxide, a shift to 53 ppm is observed. in parallel the residual lifetime of the water molecule on the europium ion increased from 90 µs to 137 µs. The difference of 3 ppm between the two forms is sufficient for ratiometric detection in the 0 to 20 mM range. Hence in vivo detection is in principle possible, though the high quantity needed for detection by CEST imaging is yet limiting.

![Figure 11. Principle of detection of $^1$O$_2$ by complex 10](image)

6. Detection of reactive oxygen species (ROS)

As detailed above, ROS are generated by an incomplete reduction of molecular oxygen. They have a dual role in the body, acting sometime as beneficial species (signalling, defence against pathogens …), but sometime as toxic agents (oxidative stress). Detection of reactive oxygen species allows a better understanding of their formation, control and exact roles. The spectroscopies used for the detection of ROS by lanthanide complexes encompass turn ON/OFF luminescence, EPR, MRI and ParaCEST, the first being the most investigated technique. In the following we will provide an overview of the
methods utilising lanthanide complexes and their redox properties for the detection of reactive oxygen species (Fig. 12). Each ROS will be described in a distinct section due to their strikingly different reactivity and properties ($\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$, HOCl, OH$^-$), while detection of multiple ROS at the same time will be presented at the end.

6.1 Hydrogen peroxide
Detection of hydrogen peroxide by a simple, fast, low cost and precise manner is an active domain of research. Up to now, many approaches, including chemiluminescence, fluorescence, colorimetric or electrochemical methods have been employed. Few lanthanide complexes were designed to detect $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$. The detection is currently based on luminescence techniques, whereby the irreversible oxidation of the ligand induces the quenching or enhancement of the lanthanide emission (Fig. 12b-c).

6.1.1 Turn ON detection
The ideal scenario for luminescent sensing is a turn ON switch which allows a very definite and easy to detect response (Fig. 12a,c). For such detection the antenna acts as a quencher and no luminescence is observable before addition of ROS. After reaction with $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ the ligand becomes a better sensitizer, resulting in enhanced luminescence and hence turns ON detection of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ (Fig. 12a,c).
With this aim Chang and co-workers reported two terbium peroxide reporters \textbf{11} and \textbf{12} (Fig. 13) whose luminescence could be detected by time-gated luminescence. They were selective towards hydrogen peroxide among seven other ROS \cite{127}. Before reaction, both terbium chelates (\textbf{11} and \textbf{12}) were weakly luminescent, showing a luminescence lifetime of 1.26 and 1.36 ms and a quantum yield of 2.9% and 2.6% respectively. After treatment with hydrogen peroxide, the benzyl boronic acid unit is cleaved, affording a boric diester, 4-methylene-2,5-cyclohexadien-1-one and a newly-formed terbium complex (Fig. 14). The newly-formed terbium complexes showed an increase of the terbium luminescence due to the higher quantum yields of 5.4% and 5.1%, respectively. Even if these complexes are non ratiometric, the authors were able to detect an elevation in \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) production in water and in living cells. Borbas and co-workers reported a series of lanthanide chelates as luminescent probes for detection of various analytes \cite{128, 129}. 

\textbf{Figure 13.} Structure of complexes for switch on detection of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \).
This was achieved by adding a non-sensitizing antenna precursor appended by a caged benzylboronic acid (selective to H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}) on a DOTA ligand to give 13. These complexes were almost non-emissive in this caged-form 13, “OFF” (Fig. 13). After reaction with hydrogen peroxide, coumarin was released (Fig. 14) and the new europium complex displayed a lanthanide luminescence with a quantum yield around 0.31\% and a decrease of lifetime luminescence from 1.21 ms to 0.7 ms. Both 13 and its analog terbium chelates show a linear response to hydrogen peroxide concentration in the 0-200 \(\mu\)M range, with a limit of detection calculated at 1 \(\mu\)M.

**Figure 14.** Mechanisms for turn ON detection of H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}.

Yuan and co-workers presented another complex with turn ON type detection [130]. Before treatment with H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}, complex 14 (Fig. 14) showed a weak terbium luminescence
with a quantum yield of 0.20% and a lifetime luminescence of 1.95 ms. The electron rich diaminophenyl moiety strongly quenches the lanthanide luminescence due to a photoinduced electron transfer (PET). After oxidation by H$_2$O$_2$ in the presence of peroxidase the ligand is cleaved, the PET is no longer operative and sensitization of the lanthanide is possible (Fig. 14). As a consequence, the complex becomes highly luminescent with a quantum yield of 7.8 %, a long luminescence lifetime of 2.76 ms, and a linear response to hydrogen peroxide concentration in 0.0037-1 µM range.

6.1.2 Turn OFF detection
The switch OFF detection requires a lanthanide complex that is already luminescent. Its oxidation results in an alteration of the antenna with subsequent quenching of the luminescence. Yuan and co-workers reported such a complex (Fig. 15)[131]. Before treatment with H$_2$O$_2$, complex 15 showed a high europium luminescence with a quantum yield of 12.1%. After reaction with H$_2$O$_2$, the 4-pyridinylboronic acid is converted into deprotonated 4-hydroxypyridine. The resulting complex is non-luminescent due to quenching by an intramolecular charge transfer. This europium chelate showed a linear response to hydrogen peroxide concentration in the 100-1000 µM range.

![Figure 15. Luminescent switch OFF probe upon reaction with H$_2$O$_2$](image)

Zuchner and co-workers[132] presented more recently a simple time-resolved fluorescence assay for the detection of H$_2$O$_2$. Phthalic acid and the terbium ion (free metal salt) were mixed together in an optimal ratio of 1:3 in the range of pH 7.0 to 9.0. Without hydrogen peroxide, the quantum yield was around 0.17%. Addition of hydrogen
peroxide caused a linear decrease of fluorescence in very large range from 0.3 to 2560 µM with a limit of detection of 0.15 µM.

Figure 16. Reaction of 16-17 with reductants and H₂O₂

6.1.3 MRI based detection

One example of detection of H₂O₂ by MRI was achieved by using the DO3A platform appended by a merocyanine unit 16 (Fig. 16). Its Gd³⁺ complex could be isomerized into spirooxazine by reaction with NADH, affording 17. [13] Complex 17 could be partially converted back into the merocyanine complex by oxidation with H₂O₂. The number of coordinated water molecules evolves from 2 to 1 upon oxidation due to the coordination of the pendent arm, with a change in relaxivity from 8.60 (spirooxazine, 17) to 5.56 mM·s⁻¹ (merocyanine, 16) at 4.7 T. Recently the DO3A platform has been functionalized by a redox-active nicotinamide arm to give complex 18 (Fig. 16) [133]. Under its reduced form complex 18 features two bound water molecules. The addition of H₂O₂ in the presence of bicarbonate (largely present in the blood) changes the overall charge of the complex, inducing the binding of bicarbonate, with release of the water molecules.
This change in coordination is accompanied by a large increase in relaxivity, from \( r_1 = 4.6 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \) to \( 7.5 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \) at 60 MHz.

### 6.2 Hypochlorite

Hypochlorous acid is a ROS primarily involved in inflammation processes and immune response. In living systems, endogenous HOCl is produced in a reaction between hydrogen peroxide and chloride ions catalysed by myeloperoxidase. The quantitative detection of hypochlorous acid in living systems by lanthanide probes has been developed recently. It currently employs exclusively luminescence spectroscopy. In this section we provided an overview of the two main types of probes (turn ON and OFF) that use lanthanide complexes and their redox properties for the detection of hypochlorous acid.

![Figure 17. Reaction of 19 and 20 with HOCl](image)

**Figure 17.** Reaction of 19 and 20 with HOCl

#### 6.2.1 Turn ON detection

The first strategy to obtain a turn ON specific detection of HOCl is based on a photo-induced electron transfer. Yuan and co-workers investigated five complexes wherein the lanthanide luminescence is modulated with PET mechanism [134, 135]. Complexes 19 and 20 (Fig. 17) show a weak luminescence with quantum yields of 0.23 and 0.07\%, respectively [136]. The lanthanide luminescence is indeed quenched by a PET from the
4-amino-3-nitrophenyloxy moiety to the terpyridine. After treatment with HOCl an oxidative cleavage is observed, with release of benzoxadiazole by-product and an elimination of the PET effect. The resulting europium and terbium complexes are highly luminescent, with quantum yields of 16.3 and 11.5%, respectively. These complexes allowed *in vivo* detection of HOCl in a range 0.01-1 µM, with detection limit of about 1 nM.

Complex 21 (Fig. 18) allows for the detection of HOCl according to an intramolecular Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) mechanism. It associates a luminescent terpyridine polyacid terbium complex (FRET donor) and a rhodamine moiety (FRET acceptor) [137]. In the absence of HOCl, the rhodamine moiety adopts a spirolactam form that quenches the FRET acceptor capability. The observed luminescence is only due to the Tb$^{3+}$ emission. After reaction with HOCl, the spirolactam is decomposed and the free rhodamine can act as a FRET acceptor. The FRET from the terbium ion to the rhodamine moiety is restored, resulting in an increase of the ratio of emission $I_{560}/I_{540}$.

![FRET mechanism](image.png)

**Figure 18.** FRET mechanism between a luminescent terbium complex (FRET donor) and a rhodamine moiety (FRET acceptor)

### 6.2.2 Turn OFF detection
Two β-diketonate-Eu\(^{3+}\) complexes, \(22\) and \(23\), were developed by Yuan and co-workers for the turn OFF detection of HOCl (Fig. 19). These complexes are appended by triphenylphosphonium and morpholine groups, respectively, which allow for targeting mitochondria and lysosomes.

Complexes \(22\) and \(23\) (Fig. 19) were designed for a time-gated luminescence imaging of HOCl in living systems. Both complexes showed a high quantum yield (56.8% and 46.2% respectively). After reaction with HOCl, the carbonyl groups of the β-diketonate moieties are oxidized into carboxylic acids. The europium complexes are next decomposed, resulting in a quenching of the luminescence. Sorensen and Giorgio recently reported some other complexes based on DO2A and DO3A platforms, all appended with a hydroquinone caging moiety (complexes \(24\) and \(25\) in Fig. 19 belong to this series)[138]. Upon reaction with HOCl, the hydroquinone cage is released and a symmetrical and simple [Ln.DOTA]\(^{-}\) complex forms. This transformation can be followed both by luminescence and NMR spectroscopy. However, none of the complexes of this latter series incorporates a chromophore, which limits their application as biological luminescent probes.
6.3 Hydroxyl radical
The hydroxyl radical HO$^\cdot$ is the most reactive ROS, with a lifetime in the nanosecond range. This reactive species plays an important role in a variety of physiological processes, while being the most harmful ROS [139]. Only a few lanthanide complexes allow for selective detection of the hydroxyl radical using either luminescence or bimodal EPR/luminescence methods. The methods exploit the high reactivity of the HO$^\cdot$ radical to chemically modify the probe and subsequently its properties. In contrast to H$_2$O$_2$, whose ability to form endoperoxides with the anthryl group only has been exploited, a wider range of reactivities with HO$^\cdot$ has been investigated.

6.3.1 Turn ON detection
Pierre and co-workers described a turn ON system based on both a terbium DO2A or DO3A (26, Fig. 20) and an aromatic pre-antenna (benzoate, benzamide, isophthalate, isophthalamide, trimesate or trimesamid) [140, 141]. The pre-antenna does not sensitize the terbium ions and likely does not coordinate. It gets hydroxylated in the presence of hydroxyl radicals, affording a good and selective antenna, which is proposed to interact via second-sphere effect or displacement of one carboxylate of the macrocycle. Sensitization is achieved by shifting the antenna triplet excited state slightly above the $^5D_4$ excited state of Tb and a diminution of lanthanide to antenna distance. The trimesamide/26 system undergoes a 1000-fold enhancement of metal-centered time-delayed emission, which enables a very sensitive detection of HO$^\cdot$. 

![Diagram of hydroxyl radical detection](image)
**6.3.2 Bimodal (EPR and luminescence) detection**

The bimodal detection (EPR/luminescence) of HO• requires formation or disappearance of a radical-containing lanthanide probe. Guo and co-workers reported the first example of spin-labelled lanthanide complexes for detection of HO• with a limit of detection of 4 nM. The spin-labelled terbium complex 27 (Fig. 21)[142] combines both a fluorophore and a nitrooxide radical on an acyclic DTPA ligand. Before reaction with HO•, the complex exhibits a characteristic three-line pattern centered at $g = 2.006$ in its EPR spectrum. It is not luminescent because the paramagnetic nitrooxide moiety quenches the excited state of fluorophore. Detection of the hydroxyl radical is based on the propensity of HO• to react with DMSO (solvent), affording primarily a carbon centred radical CH$_3$•. In a second step the methyl radical reacts irreversibly with the nitroxyde moiety to give the diamagnetic alkoxyamine derivative. As a result, the TEMPO resonances disappear from the EPR spectrum. Conversely the diamagnetism of the ligand does not quench the luminescence, resulting in a turn ON detection.
More recently, we reported luminescent europium and ytterbium complexes based on a DO3A ligand appended by a pyridine-α-imino hydroxylamine (28-29, Fig. 21) [143]. Upon reaction with HO•, the α-imino hydroxylamine is converted into the paramagnetic α-imino nitroxide moiety after few hours and evolved into the violet nitronyl-nitroxide radical after 2-6 days. The reaction could be readily monitored by EPR spectroscopy by the appearance of a 1:1:2:1:2:1:1 signal that further disappears at the expense of a new 1:2:3:2:1 signal. The formation of the new paramagnetic species is associated to a quenching of the luminescence by 15 to 28% (28 and 29, respectively).
6.4 Multiple ROS at the same time

Some complexes were shown to react with several ROS, allowing for a global response [85, 144] [145, 146]. The first example is a bimodal europium probe 30 (Fig. 22) developed by Kovacs and co-workers.[85] Divalent Eu$^{2+}$ is isoelectronic with Gd$^{3+}$, with comparable $r_1$ relaxivity and can be detected by MRI. Due to a strong negative reduction potential of -0.59 V (vs Ag$^+/Ag$), Eu$^{2+}$ can be oxidized by $^3$O$_2$ or H$_2$O$_2$ into Eu$^{3+}$ which is no longer an efficient
T₁ shortening agent. The resulting complex has a hyperfine shift effect on water proton detectable by ParaCEST at 54 ppm. The probe could be followed in vivo by both techniques in order to map a redox environment. Complex 31 (Fig. 22) reacts both with H₂O₂ and ONO₂⁻ (see below), albeit faster in the second case. The mechanism is identical to that depicted in Fig. 14, whereby the aryl boronate cage is oxidized and released, affording a 7-hydroxycoumarin appended complex. Sensitization is changed and an increase in the Eu³⁺ luminescence is observed upon excitation at 397 nm. The complexes 32-33 (Ln = Eu³⁺, Tb³⁺) are derived from 14 (Fig. 14), but differ by the presence of an aminophenyl instead of diaminophenyl group. They are almost nonluminescent (Φ < 0.2 %) due to the PET from this electron-rich group to the Ln(terpyridine) unit. They readily react with both OH’ and ClO’, resulting in an uncapping of the ligand and further quenching of the PET. The complexes become highly luminescent (Φ > 12 %), with an increase of luminescence lifetimes. By using an equimolar mixture of 32 and 33, and following the ratio of the intensity of emission I₅₄₀/I₆₁₀ (Tb³⁺ and Eu³⁺ emission maxima, respectively) a ratiometric response was obtained.

7. RNS detection

Reactive nitrogen species (RNS) refers to a family of small reactive molecules whose actors are nitric oxide (NO), and mainly peroxynitrite (ONO₂⁻). NO is a weak oxidant, while peroxynitrite is a reactive peroxide whose half-life at pH 7.4 and 37 °C in phosphate buffer is about 0.6 s (less than 20 msec within the cell). In spite of this order of reactivity, a chemical reaction of NO with the probe will be employed for its detection, whereas either chemical reaction or simple interaction will be the basis for the detection of peroxynitrite.

7.1 Nitric oxide

The development of NO responsive lanthanide probes is based on two different strategies: ratiometric time gated luminescence measurements (TGLM) and paraCEST measurements. In both cases, a chemical function is used to trap NO, leading to a change in the properties of the complex, either luminescence intensity, luminescence lifetime or paraCEST signal.

7.1.1 Luminescence-based detection
Only a few luminescence-based probes were designed for NO detection (Fig. 23-24). The first example reported by Yuan’s group is the Eu\(^{3+}\) complex 34 bearing an electron rich \(\sigma\)-diaminophenyl group [147]. This moiety is known to quench efficiently the luminescence by PET. After reaction with NO under aerobic conditions, the \(\sigma\)-diaminophenyl group undergoes a cyclisation to form the corresponding benzotriazole derivative, which enables Ln sensitization and leads to a luminescence turn ON with a 47-fold increase at physiological pH (Fig. 23). The detection limit for NO is 8.4 nM. The selectivity of complex 34 was investigated against nine ROS and RNS. It was found to be very remarkably specific for NO, especially against ONOO\(^-\).

**Figure 23.** Turn-on NO detection mechanism based on the quenching of a photo-induced electron transfer process.

Four years later, Yuan’s group published another luminescence-based probe (Fig. 24), this time based on a luminescence resonance energy transfer (LRET) process, between a Tb\(^{3+}\) complex 35 and a rhodamine derivative (Rh-NO) \(^{[55d]}\). To ensure the proximity of these two units, Yuan and co-workers used apoferritin (AFT) as carrier. This protein is known to enable encapsulation of complexes or nanoparticles for imaging purposes \(^{[56]}\). In this LRET probe, 35 is encapsulated in the core of apoferritin as the energy donor, affording 35@AFT-Rh-NO. Rh-NO which is both the energy acceptor and the NO sensitive unit, is bound to the surface of apoferritin. As a result, in the absence of NO, only the strong Tb\(^{3+}\) luminescence is observed. Upon reaction with NO, rhodamine luminescence is switched-on with the LRET process and Tb\(^{3+}\) luminescence is turned-OFF.
The LRET process greatly depends on the spectral overlap of the donor and acceptor. The luminescence of 35 reaches a maximum at 539 nm corresponding to the $^{5}D_{4} \rightarrow ^{7}F_{5}$ transition. Rh-NO has a maximum emission at 577 nm but in order to obtain a ratiometric measurement, the luminescence intensity need to be taken at 565 nm, where luminescence of 35 is almost silent while the rhodamine still has 90% of its maximum intensity. The LRET process efficiency (E) was calculated and found to be 77.8%. It was calculated with the following equation [145]:

$$E = 1 - \frac{\tau_{AD}}{\tau_{D}}$$

with $\tau_{D}$ (331.3 $\mu$s) the lifetime of the donor without the acceptor and $\tau_{AD}$ (73.7 $\mu$s) the luminescence lifetime of the donor with the acceptor. This result confirms the potential of this system for NO detection by TGLM. To evaluate its practical applicability for the
ratiometric time-gated luminescence imaging of NO in living samples, the 35@AFT-Rh-NO-loaded HepG2 cells (Fig. 25) were prepared, and images of the samples in the absence and presence of NO were recorded both under steady-state and time-gated imaging modes [148]. In the absence of NO, Tb$^{3+}$ green luminescence can be well observed but rhodamine luminescence is not observable. After reaction with NO, rhodamine red-luminescence is well observed while Tb luminescence seems to diminish. Two years later, Yuan’s groups developed a molecular version of this LRET system by combining the donor and acceptor on a single molecule 36 (Fig. 24). Complex 36 reacts with NO, with the release of a benzotriazole molecule [148]. In this complex, as the donor and the acceptor are covalently bounded, the efficiency of the energy transfer is higher compared to the previous one (98.5%, with $\tau_D = 1.1$ ms, $\tau_{AD} = 16$ μs). The measured ratio between Tb$^{3+}$ and rhodamine luminescence intensities $I_{565}/I_{540}$ is in the same range than the apoferritin platform (28.8). Interesting features are observed regarding the luminescence lifetime of the probe. As it is greatly influenced by the intramolecular LRET, the authors recorded the luminescence lifetime of 36 with different NO concentrations. The lifetime of the probe gradually decreases from 484.3 μs to 48.7 μs upon reaction with NO. Luminescence lifetimes can thus be used as a modality for NO imaging with a 10-fold contrast window. The effects of nine different ROS and RNS on the $I_{565}/I_{540}$ ratio and the luminescence lifetime of 36 were investigated and selectivity towards NO was found to be remarkable.

**Figure 25.** Ratiometric TGL imaging of NO in HepG2 cells by using the Apoferritin-assembled 35@AFT-Rh-NO FRET system. (a) Bright-field; (b) steady-state; (c,d) time-gated (red filter, >590 nm, for collecting rhodamine luminescence signals and green filter, 540 ± 25 nm, for collecting Tb$^{3+}$ luminescence signals, respectively) luminescence images before (A) and after (B) reaction with NO. Scale bar: 10 μm.
7.1.2 MRI and paraCEST-based detection

Chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) MRI is an alternative to the classical relaxation-based mechanism. Pagel and coworkers reported in 2007 the first PARACEST agent responsive to NO radicals [149]. The CEST spectra of the complex 37 (Fig. 26) before reaction with NO, shows two peaks at -11ppm and 8ppm, for the amide and amine functions, respectively. After reaction with NO and O$_2$ the irreversible disappearance of these two signals was observed with the conversion to the triazene. This change is assigned to an irreversible covalent change through endogenous autooxidation of the nitric oxide in the presence of O$_2$ (Fig. 26).

![Figure 26. Reaction of 37 with NO in the presence of oxygen that converts aromatic amines to a triazene and further dimeric complex.](image)

7.2 Peroxynitrite

Probes for peroxynitrite typically employ luminescence as a detection technique. They are based on a turn-off detection via either exciplex formation or chemical modification of the probe by reaction with ONO$_2^-$. Interestingly, peroxynitrite mostly reacts with thiols and phenols within the cell, [42] but none of these reactivities will be used for its detection. In the early 2010 Guan et al. reported europium and terbium complexes based on a polyacid-terpyridine scaffold appended by an electron-rich dimethoxyphenyl group (38 and 39, respectively) [150]. Both are luminescent due to efficient sensitization of the lanthanide, with
quantum yields reaching 10%. The luminescence of 38 is not affected by the presence of ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$, whereas that of 39 is. LC/MS experiments confirm that the ligand remains unchanged in the presence of ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$. Hence the quenching likely occurs by a charge-transfer mechanism, whereby the electron-rich quenching species interacts with the excited chromophore (exciplex formation). This distinct quenching allows for the design of a ratiometric luminescence probe for time-gated luminescence detection of ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$ simply by mixing the terbium and europium complexes. This probe was proven to be very efficient for the cellular imaging of ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$ in Hela cells.

Wu et al. developed complex 40 (Fig. 27) which associates a bis(pyrazolyl)-1,3,5-triazine–Eu$\textsuperscript{3+}$ unit with a 2,4-dimethoxyphenyl-derived β-diketone ligand [151]. This complex is highly luminescent, as demonstrated by a quantum yield of 64.2 % in the Eu$\textsuperscript{3+}$-centred emission. The specific interaction between 2,4-dimethoxyphenyl and ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$ causes the quantum yield to drop to 5.3 %, with significant shortening of the luminescence lifetime. Luminescence quenching is proposed to occur via deactivation of the excited states of 2,4-dimethoxyphenyl-substituted lanthanide complexes by ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$ in an exciplex-involved charge-transfer mechanism. A good linear correlation was obtained between the time-gated luminescence intensity and the ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$ concentration in the 5–60 μM, which is within the physiological concentration range of peroxynitrite. Finally, the complex demonstrated low cytotoxicity and was found to be efficient for imaging intracellular ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$. One year after the same authors reported the terpyridine derivative 41, which demonstrated the same behaviour [152], with some difference in the quantum yield (25.6 % before reaction with ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$ and 6.7 % after).

A time-resolved ratiometric nanoprobe was designed in 2019 [153]. It comprises the donor unit Tb(dipicolinate)$\textsubscript{3}$ which transfers its energy to a receptor unit (DC). The probe emits only the luminescence of DC at 620 nm. After reacting with ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$, the luminophore DC undergoes chemical transformation, producing an olefine acid product. The energy transfer is no longer possible and only the luminescence of Tb$\textsuperscript{3+}$ can be observed at 547 nm. This results in an enhancement of the intensity ratio $I_{547}/I_{620}$ of 48.7. This nanoprobe was further employed in A-375 cells for sensing endogenous ONO$\textsuperscript{-2}$ in mitochondria.

Very recently the europium complex 42 (Fig. 27) is based on a DO3A platform and features a benzyl boronic acid group [154]. It displays a strong Eu$\textsuperscript{3+}$ centred luminescence with a quantum yield of 10%. The benzyl boronic acid reacts rapidly and
selectively with ONO$_2^-$ via oxidative cleavage, affording an 8-hydroxyquinoline unit. This reaction is associated to a significant quenching in luminescence due to the low-lying excited state of the 8-hydroxyquinolinate, which prevents an efficient population of the Eu$^{3+}$ excited state through energy transfer. This complex was cell-permeable and demonstrated to respond to increases in the cellular ONO$_2^-$ levels.

**Figure 27.** Luminescent lanthanide probes for the detection of peroxynitrite

8. Thiol sensing
The role of sulphur based compounds as redox markers in living organisms has been increasingly studied due to the importance of glutathione as cellular redox buffer [155]. Other important thiols are those found in exofacial proteins located at the extracellular surface of cells, which may act as sensors of the redox state [156]. Yet in connection with the redox balance, protein thiols are known to be very sensitive to ROS [40]. Lastly, H₂S is a potential gaseous transmitter in biological systems, which can be produced \textit{in vivo} from cysteine, homocysteine and cystathionine. High concentrations of H₂S or its conjugated base HS⁻ have been linked to various diseases such as hypertension, pancreatic or even cancers [157, 158]. Hence the detection of thiols has implications in medical fields, including measurement of the redox status. Two main strategies were employed with distinct detection: One is the generation of higher molecular weight compounds through disulphide bond formation and further detection by MR techniques. The other is a perturbation of the sensitizing process through either chemical alteration of the ligand or coordination to copper (which is known to react with sulphides) and subsequent detection by luminescence.

8.1 Detection of thiols through the thiol/disulphide conversion

The gadolinium complex 43 associates a DOTA platform and a pendent thiol group. It can form a disulphide -S-S- bond with a specific cysteine (Cys34) of human serum albumin [159]. The increase in molecular weight induces a lowering of the tumbling rate, itself inducing an enhanced r₁ relaxivity of the gadolinium complex (5.3 vs 2.33 mM⁻¹ s⁻¹ at 4.7 T). The extracellular redox status was found to affect the thiol vs disulfide ratio. This property was exploited to monitor the tumor redox status by MRI on tumor xenographs treated with either a glutathione synthesis inhibitor or the thiol-oxidizing anticancer drug Imexon [160]. Using a related approach, the gadolinium complex 44 was designed for reacting with exofacial protein thiols (EPTs). Upon formation of a disulphide bridge complex 44 penetrates the cells and accumulates inside [161]. A correlation was established between the amount of complex inside the cells and the redox state of the EPTs. Further \textit{in vivo} studies on tumor xenografts demonstrated that tumors could be labelled by complex 44 following its direct injection into the tumor [162].

A further example of thiol/disulphide route for redox monitoring is the nanocapsule reported by Botta et al. [163], which was assembled from oxidized thiolated β-cyclodextrins and incorporates complex 45. Under reducing conditions, the inter β-cyclodextrin disulphide bridges are cleaved and the nanocapsule is destroyed, resulting
in the release of complex 45. The relaxivity of 45 is dramatically affected, shifting from 19.3 mM\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) in the inclusion complex to 7.3 mM\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) (at 4.7 T) for free 45 due to its enhanced mobility.

![Diagram showing the release of complex 45](image)

**Figure 28.** Lanthanide probes for the detection of thiols by magnetic resonance

### 8.2 Detection via chemical modification

Direct reaction of functionalised europium complexes with sulfide derivatives has been reported to lead to luminescence-based detection of H\(_2\)S or HS\(^{-}\). One of the first examples of a kinetically stable complex which allows time-gated luminescence detection of sulphide was reported is 46 (Fig. 28) [164]. This complex contains a DOTA cage and an aromatic azide arm which can be selectively reduced by H\(_2\)S causing
detection via changed energy transfer between antenna and lanthanide ion. This led to 20-fold increase in the luminescence and thus a switch ON signal due to higher charge transfer character. This approach was utilised by another group in parallel to probe sulphide levels in industrial samples [165]. In this case the same design gave similar results, whereby an acetamide linker gives an increase in luminescence. Conversely, the incorporation of a simple CH$_2$ linker causes a decrease in luminescence upon interaction with H$_2$S.

**Figure 29.** Chemical modifications of complexes 46-48 by NaHS or H$_2$S that lead to an increase in luminescence (switch ON).

Acyclic complexes based on aromatic moieties capable of cleavage under treatment with H$_2$S have been developed in the Yuan group [166]. The authors synthesised a weakly luminescent heterobimetallic complexes 47, 48 based on a terpyridine platform appended by a dinitrophenyl moiety (Fig. 29). Upon reaction with H$_2$S the dinitrophenyl moiety is cleaved, making the PET no longer effective. The intensity of the Tb$^{3+}$ emission (540 nm) increases remarkably, whereas that of the Eu$^{3+}$ emission (610 nm) is slightly decreased. A ratiometric time-gated detection for H$_2$S was further demonstrated
using 47/48 loaded HepG2 cells and exogenous H₂S imaged using a time gated luminescence microscope.

8.3 Detection via copper coordination

A bis(diketonate) europium complex 49 was designed for the complexation of Cu²⁺ and sulphide ions (Fig. 29) [167]. The probe was strongly fluorescent with a high quantum yield Φ = 57 %. Coordination of Cu²⁺ in the bis[(2-picolyl)amine] unit moiety causes the emission at 607 nm to be almost completely quenched. A complete recovery of the emission is observed after addition of sulphide ion. This change is associated to copper release due to the strong affinity of sulphide with this metal ion (Fig. 30). Yuan et al later demonstrated 50-51 (Fig. 30) could be efficiently used as a H₂S detector, by using the same mechanism [168]. Coordination of copper to the bis[(2-picolyl)amine] unit induces a quenching of the Eu³⁺ luminescence. Upon treatment with H₂S copper is released, resulting in a strong enhancement of the Eu³⁺ emission (610 nm), while that of Tb³⁺ does not change significantly. Hence, ratiometric detection is possible, based on the I₆₁₀/I₅₄⁰ as the signal. The applicability of this probe was confirmed by imaging of endogenous H₂S in HeLa cells and zebrafish.

Wong et al developed 52 with both an aza-18-crown for binding of either Cu²⁺ or Na⁺ and a pyridine antenna (Fig. 30). This allows a switch whereby binding of the Cu²⁺ ion results in 17-fold quenching of the luminescence [169]. Further addition of H₂S does not only restore the original emission due to CuS precipitation but induces a further 40-fold increase of luminescence, due to the subsequent binding of Na₂S. The detection limit is about 60 nM. A derivative was prepared wherein the copper binding site was replaced by bis[(2-picolyl)amine] 53, Fig. 30) [170]. This complex showed an efficient 8-fold difference in luminescence between the quenched and unquenched complex. There were no observable responses from a variety of different biological molecules especially GSH and cysteine, the complex remained selective for the H₂S added in the form Na₂S. The reported detection limit was 9.6 x 10⁻⁴ μM.

A more recent example by Tuck et al. [171], demonstrated very efficient 73-fold enhancement of the luminescence in the presence of sulphide, with very fast reaction times and a low detection limit of 130 nM. This complex (54, Fig. 30) is built from a DO3A macrocycle functionalized by a pyridine-triazole-bis[(2-picolyl)amine] unit. It operates according to the same mechanism as above for H₂S detection, with the bis[(2-picolyl)amine] moiety acting as copper chelating site.
A ligand showing two distinct cyclen units was designed by Miller et al (55, 56) [172]. One cavity is specific for Eu$^{3+}$/Tb$^{3+}$ while the other is specific for Cu$^{2+}$. A quinoline chromophore was incorporated in order to maximise sensitisation of the Ln$^{3+}$. Sensitised Tb$^{3+}$ luminescence was quenched in the presence of Cu$^{II}$. Addition of H$_2$S leads to a $>$100 fold increase in luminescence based on a demetallation strategy (Fig. 30), with a detection limit greater than 10 nM. This complex is cell permeable and also demonstrates, once incorporated, a response to added Na$_2$S.
Figure 30. Lanthanide complexes for the switch on detection of H$_2$S or S$^2^-$. The mechanism with cooperative copper binding and release is indicated for complex 49. The copper chelating site is depicted in red.

9. Other redox-responding lanthanide probes

Some lanthanide probes were designed for responding to the whole redox status (or redox potential) and not a distinct ROS, RNS or sulfur-based compound. We will
comment in this section only those whereby the ligand can act a redox switch under non “extreme” conditions.

9.1 Magnetic resonance imaging of hypoxia

The DO2amide and DO3A macrocyclic platform were appended by diverse groups to achieve detection of reducing environments or hypoxia.

Figure 31. Lanthanide complexes featuring a redox-active arm prone to reduction by physiological reductants
The first example exploits the fact that N-methylquinolinium moieties are prone to reduction by NADH into dihydroquinoline in cellular medium [173]. The europium complex 57 (Fig. 31) was nearly CEST-silent, with 2% CEST signal arising from exchange of the Eu$^{3+}$-bound water molecule. The CEST signal increases significantly (15%) upon reduction with NADH and undergoes a shift from 43 to 50 ppm, with shorter water exchange lifetime. It must be stressed that a nitrophenyl derivative (instead of N-methyquinolinium) was previously shown to undergo a larger change of intensity of CEST signal upon reduction (30%), but the conditions required (40 psi H$_2$ over Pd/C in EtOH) are not physiological [174]. The europium complex 58 features two pendent TEMPO radical units and was used as PARACEST sensor for reducing conditions (hypoxia) [175]. The radical complex exhibits a weak CEST signal (2%) due to T1 shortening of bulk water protons by the neighbouring radical units. After reaction with ascorbate the nitroxide units are reduced into diamagnetic hydroxylamines, resulting in an increase in T$_1$ of the bulk water protons. As a consequence, the CEST signal increases significantly, reaching a 20% effect. Interestingly, this compound accumulates in the bladder after injection due to its low molecular weight and hydrophilicity, although no clear CEST signal was detected. Subsequent administration of ascorbic acid results in strong CEST contrast of the bladder content due to the reduction of the nitroxide moiety. It was proposed, but not yet experimentally proven that hypoxia conditions would favour the in vivo reduction of the nitroxide units of 58.
Figure 32. Lanthanide complexes responsive to hypoxia in an irreversible fashion

The hypoxia could be also assessed by exploiting the ability of 2-nitroimidazoles to be selectively reduced by nitroreductases, which are overexpressed under low oxygen conditions. The gadolinium complex 59 (Fig. 32) features both a highly chelating DO3A unit and a long arm ended by a 2-nitroimidazole [176]. In vitro studies demonstrate that this neutral complex could enter both hypoxic cells and those maintained under oxygen atmosphere, but 59 is retained only in the first ones. Further in vivo studies on prostate tumor xenografts, which are known to be highly hypoxic, confirm that 59 enhances the MR signal in the central region of the tumor. Some nitrophenyl moieties also demonstrated reduction into anilines under hypoxic conditions. The gadolinium complex 60 (Fig. 32) is based on a DO3A unit, similarly to 59, but was appended by a shorter 2-methoxy-4-nitrobenzenesulfonamide arm [177]. Reduction of the nitro group induces a shift of the pKa of the sulphonamide nitrogen from 5.3 to 7, which triggers the decoordination of this arm at pH close to neutrality. This reaction is associated with the binding of two water molecules, with subsequent change of relaxivity from $r_1 = 2.1 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$ to $3.6 \text{ mM}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}$. 
9.2 Luminescence changes associated to electrochemical oxidation

A first example is a propargyl functionalised ligand, which gave the complexes 61-62 (Fig. 33), which is appended by a redox-active ferrocene moiety via click chemistry [178]. Ferrocene displays a ligand to metal charge transfer transition where the extinction coefficient is highly sensitive to the ferrocene redox state. Electrolytic oxidation of the ferrocene moiety (+0.6 V vs Ag+/Ag) induces a reversible quenching of the luminescence by about 25%. For example, the oxidised form of ferrocene sensitises the formation of the Yb $^{2}\text{F}_{5/2}$ state but that the low-lying excited states of ferrocenium can act to quench this excited state.
**Figure 33.** Lanthanide complexes appended by a redox-active unit showing a reversibility in the redox process. Insert: cyclic voltammetry curve of 67, showing the three reversible oxidation waves (ref: Fe⁺/Fe). More recently we prepared the HBED derivatives 63-64 (Fig. 33) [179]. The ligand contains two sensitizing pyridine moieties, as well as two electron-rich di-tert-butyl phenolate moieties. These latter were electrochemically oxidized (0.7 vs Fe⁺/Fe) into phenoxyl radicals. Phenoxyl radical formation was associated to quenching of the lanthanide (Tb³⁺, Yb³⁺) luminescence by up to 95 %. This strategy was also applied to tripodal ligands, wherein three equivalent salicylidene moieties are connected to pivotal nitrogen [180, 181]. Complexes 65-69 are based on both the 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol and 2-tert-butyl-4-methoxyphenol (Fig. 33). The latter series gives rise to more stable phenoxyl radicals due to the stronger electron-donating ability of the methoxy substituent. Complexes 65-67 are luminescent at room temperature but not their terbium and europium derivatives because of the low energy of the ligand triplet state, with respect to the energy of the Tb(5D₄) and Eu(5D₀) levels. Again, phenoxyl radical formation results in a quenching of the lanthanide luminescence. The extent of quenching reaches 83, 92 and 79% for 65-67, respectively. The quenching was in the same range for complex 68 (93%), which features a distinct di-tert-butylphenol moiety. The limited hydrophilicity of 65-69 however prevented their use as physiological redox probes. The redox-active aminophenolate moiety was also investigated because of the lower redox potential for radical formation. Complexes 70-71 undergo several ligand-centered redox events, and produce more stable radicals but ligand reabsorption prevents the observation of the metal-centered luminescence, precluding their use as luminescent redox-probes.

10. Advantages of lanthanide complexes over other systems

Real time imaging of these reactive oxygen species, which are very short lived and difficult to detect is essential if a broader understanding of their biological processes is to be understood. The detection of ROS species has been extensively reported previously via organic fluorescent probes, some of them being commercially available (Brite®, CellROX…), or d-block metal complexes.[87, 116] However simple fluorescent systems have been shown to fall short for specific efficient detection due to short lifetimes and very limited penetration. In particular
sensitivity and detection in tissues where penetration of fluorescent signals is essential is a real problem often displaying broad emission spectra and very short lifetimes in the visible range. In some particular cases the reaction kinetics or the complexity of the required medium can also be a problematic issue. Other methods were developed, based on EPR spectroscopy for radical ROS like OH•, as well as electrochemical tools. They proved to be simple and specific, but unfortunately lack sensitivity.[139]

Lanthanide complexes for ROS, RNS and thiols detection as shown above are fascinating as they include very sensitive detection with low detection limits due to longer lifetimes and distinctive emission. As an example, the detection of RNS using lanthanide complexes has allowed a significant advantage with respect to classic fluorescent probes, which report limits of detection less efficient than those of sensitive lanthanide probes, lower than 500 nM, whereby ratiometric luminescent detection with LnIII can achieve lower than 5nM detection limits. The concept of using ligands, which can then react with the RNS and then report to the metal ion provoking the response is a relatively novel one to the field. Exceptional detection limits of about 10 nM for the presence of thiols in bimetallic complexes with Cu are other illustrations of the potentiality of lanthanide complexes for detection. Overall, the design of lanthanide complexes thus responds to several criteria which removes the problems of detection limits and tissue penetration with ratiometric probes possible using both luminescent and magnetic responses. Additionally, its selective detection is important due to the abundance of other oxygen and nitrogen rich species in biological systems. Lanthanide complexes push the barrier of detection even further, allowing not only specific rapid detection meaning low detection limits but also allowing both luminescent and magnetic techniques to be exploited at the same time. Since the ligand can be specifically altered for activity to ROS species the selectivity can be controlled more easily than in classic organic chromophoric systems. Further developments revolve around two-photons probes, nanoobjects for improved local concentration and of course a faster and selective response, with minimal toxicity.

11. Conclusion

The development of novel molecular materials with new functionality offers promise for their application in innovative imaging techniques. Several decades of intense research demonstrated the potential of lanthanide complexes for biological imaging, especially due to their magnetic and luminescence properties. In particular they offer distinct
advantages as responsive probes for imaging due to their fascinating properties specific to each metal [182]. While unmissable in many fields, they are at first glance unsuitable for redox imaging due to the inherent propensity of most of them to adopt the (+III) oxidation state. Recently a new strategy based on redox-reactive ligands has emerged, which relegates these initial assumptions to the past. The use of such ligands indeed confers on the complexes a redox reactivity or redox response, whereby the ligand acts as a ‘detector’ and transfers the information to the lanthanide that acts as a reporter. As demonstrated with several interesting examples, the largest advantage of this process is the design and malleability of the ligand system allowing the reactivity or redox activity to be tuned as a function of the design of the ligand. This flexibility is a huge advantage in the design of specific probes, particularly allowing large scale synthesis of effective ligands before complexation and testing. The lanthanide properties then confer very specific detectable signals, which allow more specific detection and lower detection limits. These probes however, being metal based must provide several requirements to be really applicable in biological imaging including high selectivity, effectiveness in biological media and low toxicity. These promising results pave the way for new smart lanthanide probes, expanding the scope of applications of lanthanide complexes to domains yet under developed.
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